
 

 
OBSERVATIONS ON TOYS AND TRENDS 

 
In addition to providing updates on toy trends in the marketplace, Toy Industry Association (TIA) staff is 
monitoring trends in other industries that can influence future toys and games. Brief reports and 
observations are provided periodically to members; questions can be directed to TIA’s toy trends team.   

 
 

Trend Takeaways from Texworld USA Summer 2014 
Adrienne Appell, TIA Toy Trend Expert 

 
The fad-driven toy industry is influenced by so many outside factors – including fashion, design and décor. 
In order to keep up on the latest trends in apparel and home, TIA recently attended Texworld USA (an 
event for apparel fabric buyers and research / product development specialists) to scout the floor for 
textile and apparel trends that might have an impact on the toy industry. Here are some takeaways: 
 

Young Contemporary Sets the Pace  
Fran Sude, President and Creative Director of Design Options, opened up her trend 
presentation with information on the Young Contemporary Market. She stated that 
teens and tweens truly set the trends and the influence from this group will ultimately 
trickle down to all other apparel categories. So toymakers take note, the trendsetters 
are in our demographic! 
 
Some of the top trends to look for in 2015 include chevron prints, pattern mixing, 

embellishments with pops of color and mismatched looks. The young consumer gravitates towards looks 
they can pass off as their own creation – so look for the unexpected, like a blue hat to top off an outfit 
that may be muted or jewel tone. Something to keep in mind when designing DIY kits, doll clothing, 
design kits and more: the closer our industry can mirror what’s hot in young contemporary, the more 
relevant we will remain with kids and tweens.  
 

Colors, Patterns and Prints  
Blue continues to be the most popular color of all time – and navy is coming out up-
front in the blue hue category for 2015. Other colors to watch for include 
chartreuse and pastels, which aren’t just for spring and Easter anymore – they are 
maintaining popularity all year long.   
 

Pattern mixing is really big, especially with textured prints and geometric prints and any type of faux-fur 
(in an array of colors). Colored snakeskin and animal prints will grow in popularity – and changing the 
colors on existing popular patterns (think: adding a navy background instead of black to a leopard print, 
new tweed colors that are less muted, updated paisley prints) and an array of tie-dye that is more 
sophisticated and less “Grateful Dead t-shirt” will help to refresh classic designs. Tribal is expected to 
emerge as the hottest print of the year and will make the biggest splash across most categories.  
 
Taking Inspiration from Other Categories    
Trends in the fashion aisle don’t always start on the runway – in fact, prints and 
colors seen in other industries (including home décor, bedding and even 
appliances) are often applied to apparel to advance an all-encompassing 
“lifestyle trend.” Toymakers should definitely take note – perhaps the gorgeous 
duvet set you’ve been coveting has a pattern or color that could translate well 
to your product, or maybe it will serve as inspiration for your design team. 
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We hope that these trends provide you with some insight and inspiration as you look towards 2015 and 
beyond! 
 
 
 
 

About the Author 
 
Adrienne Appell is the Toy Industry Association’s (TIA) leading trend specialist. She 
maintains close communication with TIA members to stay abreast of what’s new,  
next and cutting-edge in the toy industry and is constantly on the lookout for trends in 
other industries that will cross over to influence future playthings. 
 
Adrienne can be reached at 646.520.4863 or via e-mail at aappell@toyassociation.org.  
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